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Although I’m sure that	  some of you have these rules memorized from previous CLU-‐IN
events, let’s run through them quickly for our new parQcipants.

Please mute your phone lines during the seminar to minimize disrupQon and
background noise. If you do not	  have a mute buSon, press *6 to mute #6 to unmute
your lines at	  anyQme. Also, please do NOT put	  this call on hold as this may bring
delighPul, but	  unwanted background music over the lines and interupt	  the seminar.

You should note that	  throughout	  the seminar, we will ask for your feedback. You do
not	  need to wait	  for Q&A breaks to ask quesQons or provide comments. To submit	  
comments/quesQons and report	  technical problems, please use the ? Icon at	  the top
of your screen. You can move forward/backward in the slides by using the single arrow
buSons (leA moves back 1 slide, right	  moves advances 1 slide). The double arrowed

1stbuSons will take you to and last	  slides respecQvely. You may also advance to any
slide using the numbered links that	  appear on the leA side of your screen. The buSon
with a house icon will take you back to main seminar page which displays our agenda,
speaker informaQon, links to the slides and addiQonal resources. Lastly, the buSon
with a computer disc can be used to download and save today’s presentaQon
materials.

With that, please move to slide 3.
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 • Comment	  re background provided by introductory slides
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• The purpose of this course is to provide an overview of pipeline emergency response
operaQons.

• There is no way to include all possible subjects, references, or guidance for
something as complex as incident	  response in a single course; however it	  is hoped that	  
this course will assist	  you when responding to pipeline emergencies
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 • Shows	  course modules	  . . . red highlight	  is where we are now
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 • In this brief, introductory module, we will provide an overview of pipeline
transportaQon system
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 • These pipelines are operated by approximately 3,000 companies, large and small
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• Slide is shown	  to	  reinforce

-‐ There are many pipelines located throughout	  the U.S.

-‐ Pipelines are found in all EPA Regions . . . not	  evenly distributed
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• Typical natural gas drilling rig

• Natural gas wells
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• As menQoned earlier . . .

-‐ There are many pipelines located throughout	  the U.S.

-‐ Pipelines are found in all EPA Regions . . . not	  evenly distributed
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 • The most	  important	  type of natural gas storage is in underground reservoirs,
consisQng of depleted gas reservoirs and salt	  cavern reservoirs
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 • Purpose of this module is to provide an overview of the basic types of pipelines –
petroleum pipeline systems and natural gas pipeline systems
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• From the wellhead to the consumer, petroleum pipeline systems provide us with
energy fuels and products we use every day. There are essenQally three major types of
pipelines along the petroleum transportaQon route: gathering systems, crude oil
pipeline systems, and refined products pipeline systems

• Gathering pipeline systems gather crude oil from producQon wells

• Crude oil pipeline systems transport	  crude oil from the gathering systems to
refineries. Crude oil systems can be tens to hundreds of miles in length and cross state
and conQnental borders

• Refined products pipeline systems transport	  refined products such as gasoline,
kerosene and many industrial feedstock petrochemicals from refineries to the end user
or to storage and distribuQon terminals. Refined products pipelines can extend tens to
thousands of miles and cross state and conQnental borders

• The pipe used in oil pipeline systems can range in size from 2 inches to 42 inches in
diameter. Oil pipeline systems are owned and operated by many different	  companies.
The locaQon, construcQon and operaQon of these systems are generally regulated by
federal and state regulaQons.
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 • Most	  recognized crude oil trunk line is the 800-‐mile long Trans Alaska	  Pipeline
System (TAPS)
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 • Ammonia	  Carbon dioxide and anhydrous ammonia	  are not	   refined petroleum
products . . . but	  both are transported by pipeline . . . parQcularly in the mid-‐west	  grain
belt	  
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• There are essenQally three major types of pipelines along the transportaQon route:
gathering systems, transmission systems, and distribuQon systems

• Gathering pipeline systems gather raw natural gas from producQon wells

• Transmission pipeline systems transport	  natural gas thousands of miles across many
parts of the conQnental United States

• Natural gas distribuQon pipeline systems can be found in thousands of communiQes
from coast	  to coast	  and distribute natural gas to our homes and businesses through
mains and service lines

• Except	  for gas service lines, the pipe used in natural gas pipeline systems can range
in size from 2 inches to 42 inches in diameter; gas service lines are generally from ½
inch to 2 inches in diameter. Natural gas gathering and transmission pipeline systems
are constructed from steel pipe. However, natural gas distribuQon systems have been
constructed from many different	  materials including cast	  iron, steel, copper, and
plasQc pipe. PlasQc pipe is most	  commonly installed today for gas distribuQon systems

• Natural gas pipeline systems are owned and operated by many different	  companies;
the locaQon, construcQon and operaQon of these systems are generally regulated by
federal and state regulaQons.
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• Pipeline design, construcQon, and operaQons are governed by a wide array of local,
state, and federal laws, regulaQons, and ordinances

• In addiQon, there are industry voluntary consensus standards and industry best	  
pracQces to help ensure that	  pipelines are safely operated and maintained

• Purpose of this module is to provide an overview of certain statutes, execuQve
orders, and regulaQons so that	  you beSer understand EPA’s statutory and regulatory
authority for responding to an oil spill
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• The term “waters of the US” is defined at	  40 CFR	  230.3(s):

• All waters which are currently used, or were used in the past, or may be suscepQble to use in interstate
or foreign commerce, including all waters which are subject	  to the ebb and flow of the Qde

• All interstate waters including interstate wetlands;

• All other waters such as intrastate lakes, rivers, streams (including intermiSent	  streams), mudflats,
sandflats, wetlands, sloughs, prairie potholes, wet	  meadows, playa	  lakes, or natural ponds, the use,
degradaQon or destrucQon of which could affect	  interstate or foreign commerce including any such
waters: (I) Which are or could be used by interstate or foreign travelers for recreaQonal or other purposes;
or (ii)(From which fish or shellfish are or could be taken and sold in interstate or foreign commerce; or (iii)
Which are used or could be used for industrial purposes by industries in interstate commerce;

• All impoundments of waters otherwise defined as waters of the United States under this definiQon;

• Tributaries of waters idenQfied in paragraphs (s)(1) through (4) of this secQon;

• The territorial sea;

• Wetlands adjacent	  to waters (other than waters that	  are themselves wetlands) idenQfied in paragraphs
(s)(1) through (6) of this secQon; waste treatment	  systems, including treatment	  ponds or lagoons
designed to meet	  the requirements of CWA (other than cooling ponds as defined in 40 CFR	  423.11(m)
which also meet	  the criteria	  of this definiQon) are not	  waters of the United States

• Waters of the United States do not	  include prior converted cropland. Notwithstanding the determinaQon of an
area’s status as prior converted cropland by any other federal agency, for the purposes of the Clean Water Act, the
final authority regarding Clean Water Act	  jurisdicQon remains with EPA
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 • Threshold criteria	  for iniQaQng a response:

-‐ Is the substance involved an oil? [CWA § 311(a)(1)]

-‐ Is there a discharge or substanQal threat	  of a discharge?
[CWA § 311(c)(1)]

-‐ Is the discharge or substanQal threat	  of discharge into
navigable waters or adjoining shorelines? [CWA § 311(c)(1)]

-‐ Are removal acQons consistent	  with the NCP? [CWA §
311(c)(3)]
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• No	  single definiQon	  . . .

• 33 CFR	  Part 154 -‐ FACILITIES TRANSFERRING OIL OR	  HAZARDOUS MATERIAL IN
BULK

• This part	  applies to each facility that	  is capable of transferring oil or
hazardous materials, in bulk, to or from a vessel, where the vessel has a total
capacity, from a combinaQon of all bulk products carried, of 39.75 cubic meters
(250 barrels) or more.
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• 40 CFR	  Part 112 – OIL POLLUTION PREVENTION

• This part	  establishes procedures, methods, equipment, and other
requirements to prevent	  the discharge of oil from non-‐transportaQon-‐related
onshore and offshore faciliQes into or upon the navigable waters of the United
States or adjoining shorelines

• Recall 40 CFR	  Part	  110 -‐ Discharge of Oil RegulaQon (Sheen Rule)

• Discharges that	  cause a sheen or discoloraQon on the surface of a body of
water

• Discharges that	  violate applicable water quality standards
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• 40 CFR	  Part 112 – OIL POLLUTION PREVENTION

• This part	  establishes procedures, methods, equipment, and other
requirements to prevent	  the discharge of oil from non-‐transportaQon-‐related
onshore and offshore faciliQes into or upon the navigable waters of the United
States or adjoining shorelines

• Recall 40 CFR	  Part	  110 -‐ Discharge of Oil RegulaQon (Sheen Rule)

• Discharges that	  cause a sheen or discoloraQon on the surface of a body of
water

• Discharges that	  violate applicable water quality standards
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 • Discuss why introduce CERCLA
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Tie to pipelines . . . provide examples
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• Examples not	  within the exclusion:

-‐ PCBs mixed with oil
-‐ PesQcides in an oil-‐based carrier or propellant	  
-‐ Oil-‐based paints and solvents
-‐ Used oil contaminated with hazardous substances
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• Because the Oil PolluQon Act	  of 1990, which amended the Clean Water Act, broadly
defines the term "oil," the sheen rule applies to both petroleum and non-‐petroleum
oils (e.g., vegetable oil)

• The regulaQon also provides several exempQons from the noQficaQon requirements:

• Properly funcHoning	  vessel engines	  → discharges of oil from a properly
funcQoning vessel engine are not	  deemed to be harmful and, therefore, do not	  
need to be reported; however, oil accumulated in a vessel's bilge is not	  exempt	  

• Research and development releases → EPA Administrator may permit	  the
discharge of oil on a case-‐by-‐case basis in connecQon with research,
demonstraQon projects, or studies relaQng to the prevenQon, control, or
abatement	  of oil polluQon

• NPDES-‐permiJed	  releases	  

• Discharges permiJed under MARPOL→ Certain discharges beyond the
territorial seas (defined as extending three miles seaward from the coast) are
allowed if they are permiSed under internaQonal law (InternaQonal ConvenQon
for the PrevenQon of PolluQon from Ships [MARPOL])
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• Federal Hazardous Materials TransportaQon Statute, 49 U.S.C. § 5101 et	  seq;
Hazardous Materials Safety RegulaQons, Title 49 CFR	  Parts 100-‐185

Hazardous Materials RegulaQons (HMR) govern the transportaQon of
hazardous materials by highway, rail, vessel, and air. HMR address hazardous
materials classificaQon, packaging, hazard communicaQon, emergency
response informaQon and training.

• Pipeline Safety Statute, 49 U.S.C. § 60101 et	  seq; Pipeline Safety RegulaQons, Title 49
CFR	  Parts 190 – 199

Pipeline Safety RegulaQons governs the design, construcQon, operaQon, safety,
and maintenance of interstate pipelines.

•
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  2nd• statement. For example, ask PHMSA what	  kind of quesQons to ask, including
requests for informaQon such as last	  couple of corrosion pipe to soil readings, last	  
valve actuaQon report, and a copy of the last	  pipeline inspecQon report	  (required
anyQme a pipeline is exposed)
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• A state or local government	  may adopt	  addiQonal or more stringent	  regulaQons,
provided they are consistent	  and compaQble with OPS regulaQons

• State Public UQliQes/Public Service Commission: Many states manage intrastate
pipeline issues	  

• State Fire Marshal’s Office: Typically responsible for regulaQon of flammable liquids
and gases

• State Department	  of the Environment: Development	  and enforcement	  of
environmental safety regulaQons such as oil polluQon conQngency plans

• State and County Emergency Management	  Agency: Local emergency planning

• Local Fire Department: Enforces fire prevenQon and hazardous materials codes
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• Normally developed through professional organizaQons or trade associaQons as a
method of improving quality of a product	  or system

• American Gas AssociaQon: represents local energy distribuQon companies that	  
deliver natural gas to homes, businesses, and industries

• American NaQonal Standards InsQtute: establishes process and procedures
requirements for the standards development	  process

• American Petroleum InsQtute: naQonal trade associaQon for the petroleum industry

• NaQonal Fire ProtecQon AssociaQon: associaQon devoted to fire prevenQon and
safety
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• Pipeline scenarios selected based upon the common and likely pipeline incidents
that	  OSCs may encounter

• Each scenario follows a similar format	  – present	  scenario and discuss the OSC’s
regulatory authority to respond

• There are one or more “brain teasers”
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• Alarm sounded in a Pipeline Control Center (PCC) noQfying personnel of a suspected
rupture of a 24-‐inch crude oil transmission pipeline leak

• PCC iniQates teleconference call involving federal, state, and local personnel to
determine regulatory framework for response
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 • Note proximity of release to pond and stream, as well as club house and
maintenance building.
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Is it	  oil?
Is it	  entering /threatening to enter water?
Are the waters appropriately classified as “navigable waters” ?
Are acQons taken consistent	  with NCP (implemenQng regulaQons)?
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• Would your answer change if:

-‐ The pond were a swale or erosional feature?
-‐This suggests ephemeral flow paSerns.

-‐ A ditch excavated wholly in and draining only uplands and that	  do not	  carry a
relaQvely permanent	  flow?
-‐Not	  trib to waters of the US
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• An excavaQon contractor punctured a 20-‐inch pipeline transporQng gasoline; local
fire department	  personnel respond to the incident	  and addressed the immediate
threats to life and property

• You are the assigned EPA Response Duty Officer and are watching television
coverage in the emergency operaQons center (EOC) when a televised new flash advises
viewers of the incident	  
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• MSNBC notes that	  reporters are traveling to the incident, and in the meanQme
shows the following site map

• The newly appointed Regional Administrator walks into the EOC at	  the same Qme
the news flash crosses the television screen and sees the site map, paying parQcular
aSenQon to the nearby crowd
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• A backhoe operator accidentally struck a 6-‐inch plasQc underground natural gas
distribuQon line

• The natural gas ignited creaQng a flash fire; the backhoe operator was able to escape
unharmed

• The brush fire near the backhoe was rapidly spreading to a nearby field located next	  
to a petroleum storage tank facility
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• A 6-‐inch pipeline transporQng No. 6 fuel oil ruptures and discharges about	  15,000
gallons of fuel oil into a nearby brackish marsh

• The incident	  is not	  discovered for several hours
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 • Note “salt	  water” marsh
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 • Immediate removal of a discharge, and miQgaQon or prevenQon of a substanQal
threat	  of a discharge, of oil or a hazardous substance . . . .
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While this is possible, it	  is not	  too likely. Stafford Act	  mobilizaQons are generally
rather slow…..days or someQmes weeks aAer the “insult” is over. Reality is that	  the
place burns down before the Stafford Act	  can be invoked.
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 • DendriQc paSern shown on next	  slide
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• This dendreQc paSern is common to transmission pipelines and to natural rivers.
The outline of this paSern (drainage basin of a river ) could represent	  a mineral field
(or porQon of a field)

• At	  the end of each “tributary” is a well, which is the supply source

• Wells are served by gathering lines (2-‐8” diameter); gathering lines connect	  to
transmission pipelines >8” diameter

• Pumping or/compressor staQons are spaced about	  every 40-‐100 miles

• Not	  shown are valves throughout	  and manual and/or remote valve operaQon
(SCADA)	  
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• DistribuQon system follows the familiar “riverine dendriQc” paSern, but	  flow is
reversed—from the mouth of the river to the headwaters of the tributaries

• Meter and valve staQons are essenQal and may be for City UQliQes

• Consumers are at	  the headwater of each tributary
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• The primary funcQon of these markers is to alert	  those who might	  be working
along the pipeline corridor or doing construcQon in close proximity to the
pipeline, and to provide iniQal emergency contact	  informaQon

• Markers are required to be present	  whenever a pipeline crosses under roads,
railroads, or waterways

• They may also be found at	  other intervals and locaQons along the pipeline
right-‐of-‐way, such as near buildings and structures
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• Various types of pipeline markers may be found to idenQfy locaQon of liquid and gas
pipelines	  

• Might	  even see small signs epoxyed to city street	  curbs
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• Although color, format, design may vary, all markers are required to provide:

-‐ No. 1 -‐ Pipeline contents
-‐ No.	  2 -‐ Pipeline operator
-‐ No.	  3 -‐ Emergency telephone number
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• The ROW is a strip of land usually about	  25 to 150 feet	  wide containing one or more
pipelines or other subsurface uQliQes (e.g., cables communicaQons)

• ROW:

-‐ Enables pipeline personnel to gain access for inspecQon,
maintenance, tesQng or emergencies

-‐ Maintains an unobstructed view for frequent	  aerial surveillance of the
pipeline IdenQfies an area	  that	  restricts

certain acQviQes to protect	  the landowner and the community

-‐ May be located adjacent	  to a power line right-‐of-‐way or within a
highway right-‐of-‐way
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 • Typical cathodic protecQon	  curve for steel	  
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• Pump staQons and compressor staQons are placed at	  regular intervals along liquid
and gas transmission lines in order to sustain product	  flow through the pipeline

• Size of pumps and compressors used will be dependent	  on the type of product	  and
the volumes being transported

• NEVER	  operate valves – always have the company do it	  
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• Valves, need their own inspecQon programs. U.S. Department	  of TransportaQon has
developed natural gas pipeline valve inspecQon criteria	  detailed in CFR	  Title 49, part	  
192, “The TransportaQon of Natural and Other Gas by Pipeline: Minimum Federal
Safety Standards.” Paragraph 192.745 of that	  Qtle states, “Each transmission line valve
that	  might	  be required during any emergency must	  be inspected and parQally
operated at	  intervals not	  exceeding 15 months, but	  at	  least	  once each calendar year.”
Similar requirements are published for crude oil and hazardous liquid pipelines in CFR	  
Title 49, part	  195, “TransportaQon of Hazardous Liquids by Pipeline,” paragraph
195.420.

• Many block valve installaQons are ouPiSed with automaQc shutdown controls.
These controls are set	  to close the valve if pressure or flow rates change, indicaQng a
possible breach in the line. By having these valves spaced throughout	  the line, the
amount	  of potenQal fluid leakage that	  might	  occur during a line break is limited.
AddiQonally, many pipeline valves are designated as emergency shutdown valves
(ESD), which are remotely operated from the pipeline control center.
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• Crude diagram to illustrate principles:
-‐ River
-‐ Liquid pipeline river crossing	  
-‐ Block valves installed (could be miles apart-‐-‐-‐5 to 20 miles
-‐ Pipeline fails . . . block valves automaQcally close (less than 1 minute) … 
gravity does NOT fail

•	 No absolute spacing requirements; block valves miles apart	  will have a large
drainup quanQty

•	 What	  do you expect	  now?

-‐	 Volume = cross secQonal area	   x distance between valves
-‐ For example: approximately 16,550 gallons per linear mile are contained

within a 24 inch diameter pipeline
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• No. 1: Interface -‐ if the two batched products are similar, such as different	  grades of
gasoline

• No.	  2: Transmix – two dissimilar products, such as diesel and gasoline

• No. 3: “Pigs” such as plasQc sphere are used to prevent	  mixing between especially
sensiQve products such as jet	  fuel from other pipeline contents
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• InformaQon about	  the pipeline’s operaQng equipment	  and parameters is
communicated into the control center, where operators use computers to monitor the
pipeline operaQon

• Major transmission and distribuQon pipelines have an automated leak detecQon
system that	  constantly checks the “line balance” and system pressures

• People make a career out	  of the Star Trek/Star Wars screens

• Satellite/Phone Tower/any reliable comms

• Some fail safe mechanisms

• SCADA is monitored in central control rooms “alarm faQgue”
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 • Purpose of this module is to provide an overview of the environmental
and human factors affecQng cleanup decisions
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• 2008 Aleyska Pipeline Incident	  

• 2004 anhydrous ammonia	  pipeline rupture with vapor cloud, Kingman, KN

• 2010 gas pipeline rupture with vapor cloud, Fort	  Worth, TX	  
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•Type of product released→ Recall from prior modules that	  heavy crudes and heavy
fuel oils (persistent; potenQal to travel great	  distances) or refined products such as
gasoline and diesel (not	  as persistent)

• LocaHon	  and quanHty	  of release→ Influence requirement	  for and extent	  of
response, as well as the degree of damage to the environment	  and economic
resources

• Nuisance to people living along the affected shoreline (health concerns,
breathing difficulQes)

• Cultural arQfacts either through direct	  contact	  with oil or as a result	  of
cleanup operaQons

• Heritage sites may require extreme care and sensiQvity

• Media affected by release→ open water/at-‐sea	  response or shoreline

• Weather→ seasonal differences with use
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• No. 1: Avoid restricQng access and prolonged closures (conQnue to conduct	  
business acQviQes)

• No. 2: (1) SeTng the command structure; (2) speed of establishing command; (3)
decision-‐making outside the command structure; (4) appropriate role of a responsible
party; (5) allocaQon and management	  of resources; (6) costs; (7) role of federal,
state, local, and tribal governments

• No. 3: InsQtuQonal pressures (governments, regulators, customers, compeQtors,
community, interest	  groups, industry groups), which in turn influence organizaQonal
characterisQcs such adopQon of environmental management	  pracQces and
performance beyond regulatory compliance; may be tendency to react	  to percepQons
and pressures, rather than basing decisions on technical realiQes

• No. 4: Varies	  considerably	  from one incident	  to another depending on a number of
interrelated factors including:

-‐ Type of oil; locaQon of the spill and characterisQcs of affected area; quality of
conQngency plan; management	  and control of response operaQons
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• No. 1: Internal and external agency constraints/iniQaQve/policy

• No.	  2: (1) Statutory and regulatory framework; (2) influence of exisQng
agreements (MOAs, MOUs, etc.)

• No. 3: CoordinaQon/interacQon of federal, state, local, and tribal agencies with
different	  legal, geographic, and funcQonal responsibiliQes

• Occurs in context	  of I/UC

• Agencies have responsibiliQes beyond the immediate scope of the incident	  
that	  they are responsible for

• No. 4: PercepQons of (1) control; (2) appropriate role of responsible party; (3) role
of state and local and tribal governments; (4) how clean is clean (very important	  → will
discuss in greater detail tomorrow)

• No. 5: Such groups may press for aggressive responses on oiled shorelines (off-‐
shore, near shore, shoreline) despite evidence that	  such operaQons can cause greater
long-‐term environmental damages
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• No. 1:

-‐ Some areas will be of high regional, naQonal, or internaQonal importance, whereas others will rank as locally
important	  

-‐ Seasonal	  differences	  will also occur in the sensiQvity of these resources to an oil spill, and therefore the economic
impact	  of the incident	  (e.g., salmon spawning run)

• No.	  2:

-‐ Is the affected area	  aestheQcally and recreaQonally pleasing or has the experience been degraded?

• No. 3:

-‐ May be referred to as “social media” or “social networks” and include channels such as “Facebook” and “TwiSer”

-‐ One v. many spokespeople

-‐ CommunicaQons tacQcs may not	  be directly transferable across mediums

-‐ Consider the ethics of social channels

• No. 4:

-‐ Loss of income due to tourism, marina	  and fishing harbors, and fishery closures

-‐ SubsQtute income: (1) Primary: Wages or taxes earned resulQng from cleanup acQviQes; (2) Secondary: Buy
products from local suppliers and purchase transportaQon and other services from local companies
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• Older pipeline pump and compressor staQons (1940s. 50s 60s) had operaQons
different	  than today . . . mostly since the environmental statues and EPA did not	  exist	  
yet. Employees oAen lived on site. Most	  of these sites had a burn and/or disposal)
pit.

• Fireproof lubricants of the day were PCB based (20-‐60% by weight). Absent	  any
regulaQons, these spent	  lubricants (oil change waste) were disposed of in the pits or
used for dust	  control on local unimproved (dirt) roads. Degreasing solvents were
similarly used and indiscriminately disposed of in the pit.

• Metes for measuring flow in this era	  were Mercury filled manometers. These were
spilled, broken, vandalized, and/or repaired thru the years. Result	  was mercury
everywhere . . . or dumped into the onsite pit.

• Cooling towers oAen develop a biological growth that	  clogs filters and valves, and
interferes with pumping. These growths are collecQvely referred to as “slime”. Slime
was historically most	  oAen controlled with “slimicides” which are typically heavy
metals such as chrome (hexavalent). Disposal in an onsite pit	  (historical pracQce)
creates larger problems later.

• Result	  was soil and/or groundwater contaminaQon. If these problems exist	  and the
pipeline operator is aware, a PRP cleanup will likely follow.
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• This category include both physical and biological components

• No. 1: You’ll recall from earlier modules that	  the type of oil and the amount	  spilled
and rate of spillage are important	  factors

• Lighter oils tend to evaporate and degrade very quickly; heavier oils tend to
form thick oil-‐and-‐water mixture which clings to rocks and sand

• Larger spills will result	  in far wider contaminaQon and will require a far more
extensive cleanup response

• Response to a large release of oil may be considerable but	  may be completed
in a couple of weeks; however, the same quanQty of oil lost	  over several
months may prompt	  a major cleanup effort, repeated cleaning of amenity
areas, and long-‐term effects on natural resources and tourism

• No. 2: Physical characterisQcs such as prevailing winds, currents, water depth,
distance from shoreline will have considerable bearing on the feasibility of mounQng a
cleanup

• No. 3: Oil tends to sQck to sediments and surfaces of cobbles and pebbles; standing
or slow-‐moving water is more likely to incur severe impacts than flowing water
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•No. 1: Animals and plants may be affected by physical properQes of
spilled oil (e.g., form surface sheens, sludge's, emulsions, soluble fracQons
of oil) which prevent	  respiraQon, photosynthesis, or feeding

-‐ AsphyxiaQon of fish and benthic fauna	  due to coaHng by oil; harm
to waterfowl because of loss of buoyancy	  or loss of insulaHng
capacity of feathers

-‐ May cause fish kills due to increased biological oxygen demand
and/or “closing” the air water interface where gas exchange occurs

• No. 2: May be toxic to some animals and plants which other organisms
may	  depend on for	  food
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• Shows	  course modules	  . . . red highlight	  is where we are now

• Break may not	  occur exactly when shown on this agenda	  
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• Other DOT definiQons

-‐ Hazardous Substance-‐-‐Appendix A to § 172.101 and the quanQty in one
package equals or exceeds the reportable quanQty (RQ). Material may be in
soluQon or mixture. This definiQon does not	  apply to petroleum (lubricants or
fuel) products. EPA CERCLA definiQon	  

-‐ Hazardous Waste-‐ Any material that	  is subject	  to the Hazardous Waste
Manifest	  requirements of the EPA. Refer to 40 CFR	  Part	  262.
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 • Primary incident	  cause—physical damage to pipeline by third party, material or weld
failure/corrosion, operator error
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 • Region 5-‐-‐-‐look familiar?
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 • Summary of the principle failure causes of main liquid transmission pipelines—
2011 stats for trunk line liquids. Stats vary some from year to year, and for gas
transmission. Stats vary some between gathering, transmission, and
distribuQon…..but	  trends are well illustrated

We will go thru each category briefly on next	  slides
Apx 1/3 is weld/material failure
Apx ¼ are corrosion
Apx 1/6 are ExcavaQon related
1/10 are bad operaQon
Apx 1/10 are outside forces
Apx 1/10 are all other causes
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Not	  a major cause
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• As with EPA, you can anQcipate a naQonal approach to incident	  management	  (NIMS)

• Flexibility: system components can be uQlized to develop plans, processes,
procedures, agreements, and roles for all types of incidents; it	  is applicable to
any incident	  regardless of cause, size, locaQon, or complexity

• StandardizaQon: provides an organized set	  of standardized operaQonal
structures, which is criQcal in allowing disparate organizaQons and agencies to
work together in a predictable, coordinated manner

• ICS is an organzed systems of roles, responsibiliQes, and procedures for the
command and control of incidents

• ReacQve phase v. emergency response phase; proacQve phase v. cleanup phase
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• Note potenQal presence of non-‐standard posiQons such as legal officer and business
interrupQon	  secQon	  chief	  

• Legal officer: advice and direcQon on maSers such as claims, legal requirements
relaQng to emergency response, invesQgaQons, major procurement	  contracts,
insurance coverage, and review of informaQon releases to media, government	  
agencies, public

• Business interrupQon secQon chief: idenQfy, contact, and consult	  with all internal
and external groups whose business is impacted by the incident; determine staffing
needs for impacted business while conQnuing to manage daily operaQons; address and
communicate agreements for prior commitments or contracts that	  are related to the
impacted business

• Branches, Divisions/Groups, Single Resource/Strike Teams/Task Forces created on an
as needed basis
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• Some of the factors to consider when developing the Incident	  AcQon Plan may
sound familiar to you, while others may not:

-‐ Size	  and type	  of pipeline:	   what	  type is involved – gathering, transmission, or
distribuQon pipeline? What	  is its diameter? What	  is its operaQng pressure?

-‐ Product(s) involved: what	  products are being transported by the pipeline –
crude oil, natural gas, refined liquid petroleum products? If a refined
petroleum products pipeline is involved, can other products become involved?

-‐ Nature of the incident:	   flammable liquid or gas leak with no fire?
Flammable liquid or gas leak with fire? Toxic vapor cloud release?

-‐ Exposures: what	  types of exposures are in proximity to the incident? Is the
problem in an urban, suburban, or rural area?
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-‐ Environmental condi3ons: how ill current	  and future weather condiQons
affect	  the incident? For example, liquid releases into waterways must	  consider
temperature, wind, and wave direcQon, velocity, and Qdes

-‐Safety considera3ons: are there any unique safety hazards or consideraQons
associated with the incident?

-‐ Isola3on of the pipeline. Can the pipeline be isolated? What	  is the distance
between pipeline isolaQon points? Will the pipeline contents backflow to the
breach point? If so, how much product	  can be expected and for what	  duraQon
of Qme will the backflow conQnue?

Incident	  poten3al. Can the incident	  escalate into a more serious event?
Influencing factors may include weather, damage to surrounding pipeline
faciliQes and operaQons, release of addiQonal product, and the potenQal for
igniQon of flammable vapors or gases.

Infrastructure impacts. What	  are the upstream and downstream impacts of
the incident? Are any special occupancies or infrastructures impacted by the
incident?
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• Process of determining appropriate endpoints range from a relaQvely
simple one to one that	  is difficult	  and complex and involves several rounds
of negoQaQon

• OAen requires a compromise due to the wide range of factors that	  come
into play and the varied interests of naQonal, state, regional, local, and
tribal government	  agencies, poliQcal groups, the media, and the local
populaQon that	  live in the affected area	  
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• Decision to bring cleanup operaQons to a close depends on a wide range
of different	  consideraQons and oAen there are conflicQng concerns to be
resolved and overcome

• The most	  frequently encountered conflict	  likely arises from a demand to
remove every last	  drop of consQtuent	  or compound
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• No. 1: Is it practicable at what cost (cost balancing) 

• No. 2: Question is more than a technical or logistical issue: 
potentially has profound social and political dimensions 

-	 Perceptions of risk can vary depending on whether risk is: 

- Familiar v. unfamiliar 

- Visibility of threat 

- Catastrophic v. non-catastrophic 

- Character of affected resource 

- Equal v. unequal affects 
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• Offensive mode: Aggressive leak, spill, and fire control tacQcs designed to quickly
control or miQgate the emergency

• Defensive mode: Less aggressive spill and fire control tacQcs where certain areas
may be “conceded” to the emergency, with response efforts directed towards limiQng
the overall size or spread of the incident	  

• Examples include isolaQng a pipeline by closing remote valves, shuTng down
pumps, construcQng dikes, and exposure protecQon

• Non-‐intervenQon mode: 2008 natural gas transmission pipeline explosion due to
corrosion.
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 • Recall “batching”
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 • Purpose of this module is to review a variety of oil spill techniques
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Insert	  statement	  somewhere noQng emphasis on surface water v. soil and
groundwater	  
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Soil cleanup	  of oil must	  endanger surface water…….else you have no authority
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 • Statement	  regarding emphasis given surface water
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• Need image(?)

• Basically a “no acQon” alternaQve that	  allows for oil to be removed and degraded by
natural means such as

-‐ EvaporaQon (removal of lighter-‐weight	  components)
-‐ PhotooxidaQon (sunlight	  reacts with oil components leading to breakdown of
more	  complex	  compounds	  into more	  simpler	  compounds)	  
-‐ BiodegradaQon (microorganisms oxidize petroleum hydrocarbons)
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• Image of weir oil skimmer (known as weir skimmers because they rely on oil to
flowing into a sump)

• Image of drum skimmer (known as oleophilic skimmers because they use process of
adhesion to pick up oil; in this instance oil adheres to rotaQng drum)
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 • Photo of worker with vacuum hose sucking up oil from shoreline
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 • Photo of workers and a small ship spraying mulQple streams of water
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 • Photos	  of workers	  spraying	  water on rocky shore
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 • Gulf oil soaked debris heading for local landfill.
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• Oil spill response and cleanup will generate several types of waste, and key
consideraQons are the types, characterisQcs, and quanQQes of waste.

• These factors are largely dependent	  on the specific cleanup methods employed,
which may change as the work progresses.

•Oily water in vac trucks/tanks may be decanted on site and “clean water” discharged
back to stream… Regional differences/preferences.
•Oiled debris/vegetaQon may be open-‐burned/buried in some States under some
circumstances (Katrina-‐Murphy Oil)….. Regional differences/preferences.
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